
A diploma for their future!

The DELF is available in France and in any other 
country.

Registration
To register your child or for more information 
about session dates and rates, contact your 
child’s French professor or contact a certified 
examination centre (Alliance Française, cultural 
centre, or Institut Français).

For more information
www.ciep.fr/delf-scolaire/  
About the DELF scolaire in Canada:  
www.ambafrance-ca.org/delfdalf-en

The French Ministry of National Education offers 
a wide range of diplomas designed to assess skills 
in French as a foreign language. These diplomas 
cater to all different skill levels, from the early 
stages of learning to the most advanced stages.

These diplomas are valuable to students all 
throughout the course of their studies.

DELF junior
DELF scolaire

Centre international d’études pédagogiques
Département évaluation et certifications
1 avenue Léon Journault, 92318 Sèvres cedex – France

Phone : 33 (0)1 45 07 60 00 – Fax : 33 (0)1 45 07 65 00

Website : www.ciep.fr – Email : delfscolaire@ciep.fr
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Gestion centrale
CANADA

French Embassy – Cultural service
DELF-DALF Canadian National Management Unit

464 Wilbrod Street, Ottawa - ON, K1N 6M8

Phone: 613 593 7406

Email: educatif.linguistique@ambafrance-ca.org



Do you have a child aged 12–
18 who is studying French?
The DELF junior and DELF scolaire are diplomas 
issued by the French Ministry of National Education 
in recognition of French-language studies. These 
diplomas are recognized around the world.

The CIEP (Centre international d’études pédagogiques) 
is the public organization appointed by France’s Ministry 
of National Education to oversee the pedagogical and 
administrative aspects of the examination.

The DELF junior and DELF scolaire examinations 
assess students at four levels (A1, A2, B1, B2), which 
correspond to the levels of the Common European 
Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR).

Why should your child take the 
DELF junior or DELF scolaire 
examination?
The DELF examinations are an opportunity for high 
school students to demonstrate their French-language 
skills and to be rewarded for their hard work at school. 
The DELF examinations are recognized around the world, 
and your child will receive a diploma valid for the rest 
of his or her life!

Beyond just personal satisfaction, the DELF represents 
official proof of your child’s French-language skills in 
a way that Francophone universities, French grandes 
écoles, and future employers can appreciate.

How are these exams organized?
The tests are adapted to the teenage lifestyle and 
correspond to the interests of teens.

The subject matter deals with aspects of day-to-day life 
familiar to teens, like family, friends, hobbies, middle 
school, and high school.

Your child’s French teacher will help you choose the 
diploma that best suits your child’s skill level.

The day of the exam…
Your child will take two types of tests:

• A group test

oral comprehension: students answer 
questions related to audio documents.

Written comprehension: students answer 
questions related to written documents, 
such as articles and advertisements.

Written production: students write a 
letter or a message or respond to a letter.

• An individuAl test

oral production and interaction: your 
child must interact with an examiner.

Each exercise that your child completes will be based 
on a real situation. The DELF diplomas evaluate a 
student’s ability to communicate, both orally and 
verbally, with actual Francophones.

Each of the diploma’s four parts is graded out of 25 
points.  
A total of 50 points out of 100 means your child has 
earned the DELF!
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